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Abstract: Let T be a triangulation of D c W2 with vertices A = { Ai, 1 Q i < N} and Bpt( D, 7) = (v E Ck( D): VT E T, 
v 1 T E P” } where pn i= {polynomials of total degree d n ). For u E C’(D), r 2 k, and V finite dimensional subspace 
of Ck( D), we consider the Hermite problem H”( A, V) = {find v E V: D%( A,) = D”u( Ai), 1~ i c N, Ia1 i k}. This 
problem is solvable in V = P’,f( D, T) iff n > 4k + 1 @eniSek). When V = Pk( D, TV), where 7s is a subtriangulation of 
T obtained by subdividing each T E T into 3 triangles, the problem has a solution for n = 4k - 1. (e.g. the Cl-cubic 
HCT triangle and a P:-triangle with 31 parameters). When V = P,“( D, TV), where TV is a subtriangulation of T 
obtained by subdividing each T E T into 6 triangles, the problem has a solution for n = 3k - 1 (e.g. the Cl-quadratic 
PS triangle and a p:-triangle with 31 parameters). In both cases, the construction needs the partial derivatives 
D”u(Ai) for Ial < 2k - 1. The domain D is assumed to be polygonal, compact and connected. 
1. Introduction 
Let T be a triangulation of a bounded polygonal domain D c IF4 ', whose set of vertices is 
A={A,,l~iglV} andlet a”,“( D, T) := { u E Ck( D) : VT E 7, u 1 T E Pn} where p,, := { bivariate 
polynomials of total degree G n} (Fig. 1). 
For u E C’(D), r 2 k, and V finite dimensional subspace of Ck( D), we consider the Her&e 
interpolation problem : 
Hk(,4, V) := (find u E V: D”u(A,) = D”u(A,), 1< i G N, Ia1 < k} 
Fig. 1. 
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ken&k [19,20] proved that this problem is solvable in Y= n”,“( D, 7) iff n 2 4k + 1 and that 
the solution needs, at least, the knowledge of partial derivatives (p.d.) D”u( A,) of order lo] < 2k. 
When n = 4k + 1, u 1 T is, for all T E 7, a finite element of dimension (2k + 1)(4k + 3). There- 
fore, it seems interesting to look for finite elements of lower dimension and degree involving, 
when possible, the knowledge of p.d. of u of lower order. This can be achieved by using rational 
functions [4,10] or piecewise polynomial functions (p.p.f) on some subtriangulation of T, as we 
shall do in this paper where we consider the two following families of composite triangles. 
I. I. The finite elements of HCT-type (‘after Hsieh, Clough, Tocher [7], see Fig. 2) 
Each triangle T E 7 is subdivided into 3 microtriangles by joining some interior point 0 E: T 
(e.g. the centre of gravity) to the vertices of T: this defines a subtriangulation TV of T. In Section 
4, we show how to solve the problem Hk( A, V) in some subspaces V of Plk__,( D, rs), using the 
p.d. D%(A,) for Icy] G 2k - 1. For k = 1, u 1 T (u E V being a solution) is either the C’-cubic 
HCT [5] or the reduced HCT triangle [6]. For k = 2, there exists an interpolant u in IFp:( D, rJ) 
such that u 1 T is computed from the p.d. D”u( Ai), 1~~16 3, and the value u( 52), i.e. c I T is a finite 
element with 31 parameters, 
1.2. The finite elements of PS-type (after Powell-Sabin [13], see Fig. 3) 
Each triangle T is subdivided into 6 microtriangles by joining some interior point D (e.g. the 
centre of the inscribed circle, see [16] for this choice) to the vertices of T and to the interior 
points 3’ of the 3 neighbouring triangles T’ : this defines a subtriangulation r6 of T. In Section 5, 
we show how to solve the problem Hk( A, V) in some subspaces V of PJk,_, (D, TV), using the 
p.d. D”u(A,) for ]a! f 2k - 1. For k = 1, u (T is one of the Cl-quadratic finite elements 
described in [13] (see also [14,16]). For k = 2, there exists an interpolant u in lPt (T, ‘~g) such that 
u I T is a finite element with 31 parameters : the p.d. D”u( Ai), ]a1 < 3 and u(a). 
For the construction of these composite finite elements, we use systematically the 
Bernstein-Bizier representation of polynomials over triangles as described in [8,9,1]. We recall the 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
main definitions and results in Section 2. Our aim is not to give here explicit computations, but 
rather to show the derivation of this general method : detailed computations and proofs will be 
given in subsequent papers [17,18]. 
2. The Bernstein-Bezier method 
2.Z. Let T some triangle with barycentric coordinates u = (u,, u2, u3) w.r.t. its vertices A,, A,, 
A,. The Bernstein polynomials 
B~(u)=Y-&Q~~~~“.” 1 2 37 i = (iI, i,, i3), 
. . . 
defined for Ii1 = i, + i, + i, = n, form a basis of IP’,. 
Since 1~1” =( u1 + u2 + Us)” = Cli,_,,B”( u) = 1 and B,“(u) 2 0 for 0 < 1~1 Q 1, u >, 0, they form 
a partition of unity on T. The coefficients bi of 
P(U)= c b,B;(u)E&, 
(i(-n 
are the B( bier)-coefficients of P and the points in IR 3 
hi=(i,/n, i,/n, i,/n; bi), for lil=n, 
form the B( bier)-net of P. The graph of P lies in the convex hull of its B-net. Each polynomial 
P E UD”,( T) may be represented by the projection on T of its B-net where the values bi take the 
place of the projections of the vertices bi. 
For example, the polynomial P(u) = 224: + 6u,u, + 5~: may be represented by the triangle 
5 A 0 1 3 0 A2 b 020 200 
b 
=  0, 2, ho, &It, =  0, 3, 
2 3 0 b 002 = 5, b,,,=O. 
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2.2. For the construction of finite elements, we need the directional derivatives, e.g. DP( A,) - 
(m), D2P( A,) -(m, m, etc. Using the notations e, = (1, 0, 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 
I), i = (ir, i,, is), A& = bi+,, - b;+.k, and the general results given in [9], we get the following: 
Proposition 1. The partial derivatives of order Ia/ = q + o2 
- . 
= r in the directions A, A, and A, A,,, are 
given by 
DrP(u).((A,A;)a’, (A,A;)uZ)= cnlir), c (A’$A&bi)B:-r(U). 
* InI =!I-, 
For example, (or, 02) = (1, 1) and u = (0, 0, 1) = A, give 
. 
D2P(A,) -(AA, 44) = (n :& (h,,,,-2 - b,o,n-I - bo.~n-I + b0,o.n). 
Similar results can be given for normal (or arbitrary directional derivatives). 
2.3. Let PI(u) =Clil,,biB~(u) E pn(TI) and P2(v) =C,i,,,ciB~(v) E lP,,(T,) where T, = A,A,A, 
and T2 = A,A,A; are two adjacent triangles with common boundary r = A,A, and barycentric 
coordinates u = (u,, u2, u3) and v = (or, v2, vj) respectively. Let A; = i&A, + E,A, + ii,A, and 
ii = (El, 52, &). 
Proposition 2 [9]. The C’-continuity of PI and P2 across I’ is satisfied iff, for 0 < k < r, 
O<l<n-k 
Cn-k-I,l,k = bnk-k-I,,,o@) 
where the polynomial b:(u) are defined by 
b,!‘)(u)=b, for (il=n, andfork>,l, lil=n-k: 
b;(u) = u,b;‘;( u) + u,b;;;( u) + u,b;;;( u). 
Examples. C’-continuity: c,,_/_~ ,r = iiIb,_t,rSo + ~2bn_,_,,r+I,o + ii,b,_,_,,,; 
C2-continuity: c,,-~_~,~,~ = $bn-13,0 + 2U,U2b,,-,_,,,+l,o + Ufb,,_,_2,,+2,0 + 2E,Eb,,_,_ ,,,., + 
2W+b,-,-2 ,+I . . 1+ %bn-,-2 12. . . 
3. Hermite interpolation in P, 
As an application of the above method, let us give the parameters (i.e. the B-coefficients) 
allowing to determine, in an unique way, some polynomial v E lPn( T) by its p.d. at the vertices Ai 
(i = 1, 2, 3) and at some interior point 52, and by its normal derivatives (n-d.) at some interior 
points AJy) = (1 - y) Ai + yAi (0 -c y -z 1) of its sides. For each of the 4 different possible 
cases, the following Table 1 gives the maximum orders of the p.d. involved. In particular, it must 
be noticed that the 2eniSek case, i.e. n = 4k + 1, is the most interesting one for the solution of the 
problem Hk( A, la,“( D, 7)) because it needs the minimum number of p.d. and the lowest degree. 
Figure 4 gives an example of each case: the B-coefficients (0) are computed from the p.d. at 
the vertices Ai (using Prop. l), then the B-coefficients (0) are computed from these ones and 
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c C” 66(48) 
Fig. 4. 
Table 1 
degree n 
4k 
4k+l 
4k+2 
4k+3 
order of p.d. order of n.d. 
at the vertices on the sides 
2k-1 k-l 
2k k 
2k k 
2k+l k 
order of p.d. 
at 0 
k 
k-2 
k-l 
k 
from the normal derivatives on the sides; finally, the B-coefficients (0) are computed from the 
p.d. at s2. (see also [11,12] for this problem). 
Example. n = 10 (k = 2). The construction of P E P,, needs the 45 p.d. of order G 4 at the 
vertices, the 18 n.d. of order r < 2 at the points A,,(y) (y = f for r = 0, y = f, f for r = 1, y = a, 
Q, i for r = 2) and the 3 p-d. of order < 1 at 0, which give the 66 parameters of P. 
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Table 2 
Dimensions of the finite elements. 
K 
dim Pdk+* = (2k + 1)(4/c + 3) 
dim hdk+, = f(l3P + 17k +q 
dimP&_r(T, TV) = $k(7k + 1) 
dim@.&_,(T, ~~)=dimb&_,(T, TV) 
= #(13k +5) 
dim @&_,(T, TV) = dim b&_,(T, TV) 
1 2 3 4 5 
21 55 105 171 253 
18 46 87 141 208 
12 45 99 174 270 
9 31 66 114 175 
9 31 63 111 166 
Table 1 and Fig. 4 show how to derive reduced finite elements by cancelling the B-coefficients 
(0). For n = 4k + 1, we may take for example on a side r of T 
i3lP)rE P4k+l-Zr(I’) (instead of fu’4k+l_r(r)) 
for 1 < r Q k. Thus we get a subspace pqk+t of fpdk+t whose dimension is (2k + 1)(4k + 3) 
- $k( k + 1) = i(13k2 + 17k + 6). See Table 2 above for comparison with the composite triangles 
described in Sections 4 and 5. 
4. Finite elements of HCT type 
Let us give the construction of a composite finite element u E &D&-1( T, r3) interpolating 
u E CZk( T) (T is an arbitrary triangle of 7. See Fig. 5 for k = 2 and Fig. 6 for k = 3). 
(a) The B-coefficients (0) are computed from the data D”u(A,), Ial < 2k - 1 (use Prop. 1). 
(b) The B-coefficients (0) in the rows 1, 2,. . . , k - 1 parallel to the sides are computed from 
the n.d. alu, 1 < r < k - 1, at r interior points Aij( y) (y = l/r,. . . ,l - l/r) of the sides AiA,. 
(c) The B-coefficients inside the triangle T’ = B,B,B, are normally those of a p_p.f. w E 
Fig. 5. 
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lP,“,_,( T’, TV); we reinforce the continuity off at Sz so as to get a polynomial w E P33k_l( 2”‘): 
according to Table 1, the construction of w depends on different p.d. and n.d. whose maximum 
order is 2k. 
Let us denote by p,“,_,( T, To) the space of the elements v constructed in this way: its 
dimension is tk(7k + 1). 
Example. k = 2 (Fig. 5), the 45 parameters of u EF.~(T, To) are the p.d. of u of order < 3 which 
determine the B-coefficients (@), the n.d. aiu at Aij($) for r = 1, Ajj(;) and Aij($) for r = 2 and 
Aij($) for r = 3, which determine the B-coefficients (0), and the derivatives D4u(Ai). (AT)4 
which determine the B-coefficients (*). Now, w E Ps( T’) is completely determined by its partial 
derivatives of order d 2 at the vertices Bi and the normal derivatives at the middles of the sides 
Bi Bj which are computed from the 45 B-coefficients defined above. 
A first family of reduced elements could be obtained by taking w E pJk_r(TI), but we can do 
much better: 
(d) if we take Qlr~ lP4k_1_Z,(17 instead of P4k_1_r(I’), for 1 or< k- 1 and r side of T, 
we cancel $k(k - 1) n.d. (and parameters). 
(e) if we take w E P,,_,(T’) instead of P,,_,( T’), we cancel $k(3k + 1) - k(2k + 1) parame- 
ters. 
Let us denote by bJ,_l(T, TV) the subspace of p&_,( T, TV) obtained in this way. We have 
dim b&_l(T, TV) = ik(13k + 5). 
Finally, a last effort can be done by taking w E pz,,_,( T’) instead of P,,_,( T’) and we get the 
space p&_r( T, TV): 
dim b$_r(T, TV) = ik(13k + 5) - :I( I + 1) 
when k=21+1 or21+2. 
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Examples. (1) u E P,‘( T, rJ) has 31 parameters: the 30 p.d_ D”u( A,), 1~~1 G 3 and the value u( 52). 
In this case pp,‘( T, TV) = pf( T, To). 
(2) u E pf,( T, TV) has 66 parameters : the 63 p.d. D*u( A,), Ial G 5 and 3 n.d. a,“~( A,,(i)). The 
last ones can be suppressed when w E fi5 instead of FD5 and we get a c E @f,( T, r3) with 63 
parameters. 
5. Finite elements of PS-type 
Consider the foIIowing construction of a composite finite element u E P&_ t( T, 76) interpolat- 
ing r.4 E C *k-1(T) (see Fig. 7 for k = 2 and Fig. 8 for k = 3). 
(a) The B-coefficients (e) are computed from the data D*u(A,), Ial Q 2k - 1 (using Prop. 1). 
(b) The B-coefficients (0) in the rows 1, 2,. . . , k - 1 parallel to the sides are computed from 
the B-coefficients (0) by reinforced continuity CZk-’ (instead of C”) across the s2Mj(1 < i Q 3). 
(c) The B-coefficients inside the triangle T’ = B, B, B, are normally those of a p.p.f. w E Pfk _ 1 
(T’, r6); again we reinforce the continuity of w at D so as to get a polynomial w E P,k_ 1( T’). 
According to the values of k, Table 1 gives the different p.d. and n.d. which are needed for the 
construction of w: their order is G k - 1 (for w, i.e. 2k - 1 for u). 
We denote by p,“,_,,( T, TV) the subspace of those u E ifi’,“,_,< T, TV) constructed in this way 
dim e,“,_,(T, TV) = $k(13k + 5). 
A subspace @’ 3k_t(?“, TV) of reduced elements is obtained by taking w E @p2k_t(r) instead of 
w E p2k-1(T’) 
dim @L_r( T, TV) = ik(13k + 5) - $1(1+ 1) 
for k=21+1 or k=21+2. 
Fig. 7. 
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A, 
Fig. 8. 
Examples. (1) u E @:(T, TV) = lP;(T, Q) has 
u(Q). 
31 parameters: the 30 p.d. D”u(A,), Ial < 3 and 
(2) u_E @‘z(T, Q) has 66 parameters: the 63 p.d. Dau( Ai), Ia\ Q 5 and the 3 n.d. a,“U( Aij( i)). 
If w E lP5 instead of P,, u E P,‘( T, TV) has only 63 parameters. 
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